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Self Initiated 2

Crossing 
Borders
- continuation of 
my exploration of 
language but on a 
slightly different 
tangent
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Brief Summary

UNIT 10 | Self Initiated Brief 2 

Language: 1- the method of human communication, either spoken or writ-
ten, consisting of the use of words in a structured and conventional way. 
2 -any nonverbal method of expression or communication.

Outline: In linguistics, meaning is what is expressed by the writer (or speaker), and what 
is conveyed to the reader (or listener). Meaning is inferred from objects or concepts 
expressed by words, phrases or sentences in semantics. Meaning is also inferred from 
the current context as intended by the writer or speaker in pragmatics. � ere is always a 
‘signi� er’ and the ‘signi� ed.

Tranlsation: An interpreter’s function is to convey every semantic element (tone and reg-
ister) and every intonation and feeling of the message that the source speaker is directing 
to target language recipients.

Brief: Explore the idea of bringing the text alive, p;ay with di� enet pos-
sbilies and combinations. Intend to experiment with work that comments 
on the relationship between the written and visual - between the reality 
and the represention of words and thier meaning. Can they become one? 
How can emotion be psilayed in written text? 

Or take a simple word/object and comlicate it, describe it in a complicated 
and unecessary way - show many ways of explaining the same thing - at-
tempt to show the need for just ‘plain english’. 

Or take one word and display all its di� erent de� nitions and various uses 
- show the crazy complexity and numberous meanings of one word in the 
English language. 

Considerations: Look at the di� erence between written and visual & between written 
and verbal language - what are the advangaes/disavantages of both and how, if, can they 
be combined. 

Outcome: Present your � ndings - it should conclude your research and 
experiments. 

Schedule
Brie� ng  Tues 8th March | 1pm | Design Studio 1
Interim crit Tues 15th March | 10.30-4.30 | Design Studio 3
Final crit Tues 22rd March | 11 - 4.30 | Design Studio 1

Brief set by Isabel Eeles

Crossing Borders

Nude magazine is the UK’s foremost (and only) publication dedicated 
to all things counter-cultural. From its roots as a self-published zine 
funded, written, edited and designed by its two dedicated founders 
(Suzie Prince and Ian Lowey), it is now an internationally circulated and 
eagerly-awaited alternative window on the world. Having taken time out 
as a webzine over the past year or so in order to combat the recession, 
it is now thankfully back in print. Nude has often featured both visual 
and written work of CSM students and staff, and has now invited BA 
Graphic Design to create an ‘insert’ - or a magazine-within-a-magazine 
- to be conceived, written, illustrated and art-directed by Design & 
Interaction, for publication in the summer of 2011.

Stages:
The timespan of the brief will serve as the initial planning for the actual 
project. A designer from Nude and myself will brief you initially, and will 
also attend the interim and final crits. A small group of students will 
then be selected from the group as the publishing team who will work 
on the actual CSM issue. This is a unique opportunity to be involved 
in a dynamic live project. Those of you who are considering signing up 
MUST be genuinely interested in print, experimental magazine/editorial 
design, and of course, alternative culture. You must also be prepared to 
work as a team with the Nude staff in a professional manner.
 
The text:
The text you will work with for this mini-mag will be an article by writer, 
CSM tutor and Nude contributor, Ken Hollings. It is a review of the 
soundtrack of the classic underground 1960s film, ‘Primitive London’ 
which has just been re-issued. It appears in the January edition of ‘The 
Wire’ magazine, and the text will be provided for you in digital format. 

Essential research:
http://www.nudemagazine.co.uk/
http://www.thewire.co.uk/
http://filmstore.bfi.org.uk/acatalog/info_12801.html

Now go and subscribe to Nude...

Nudism 26 January 2011

UNIT 10 | Brief no.3 | Learning outcomes (see course handbook): 29, 30, 31 BA [HONS] GRAPHIC DESIGN

DESIGN & INTERACTION 3

Schedule
Briefing
Interim crit
Final crit

03/02/11 | 10.30 | Design Studio 1
10/02/11 | 2.00 | Design Studio 1
17/02/11 | 10.30 | Design Studio 1

Design a single article mini-mag ‘insert’ for Nude magazine

Brief set by Val Palmer

7th March 2011

Universal language - written | visual | verbal. 

One and the chairs highlights the relation 
between language, picture and referent. 
It problematises relations between object, 
visual and verbal references.

This project is a continuation on my theme 
of language, words and communication:

Try moving away from the meaning of the 
words to looking at the actual physical 
structure and its corresponding sound.

How are words are spelt and how are they 
spoken -  what are the rules - how does 
the system work.

 Outcome should conclude my findings in a 
suitable, simple and effective way. 
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Inspiration

A story I wrote when I was 9 years old - I was born and bought up in 
Wales, spoke Welsh at school, English at home but didn’t learn to 
write English until we moved to England when I was 7.

Right & below: Selection of spelling test 
when I was about 9 again. I found them 
fascinating - how differently I thought about 
language to how I do now, taking what I’ve 
been taught and learnt to remember and 
know for granted. 

These make me rethink all that. Why we have 
systems in place - why a word is spelt that 
way and that way only.

Spelling & Grammar

I didn’t know how to write English so I was 
using reference the equivalent sound and 
visual representatin of Welsh to replace this 
as necessary - the result this half english hafl 
Welsh - Wenglish
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Saussure

He says:

‘language is a system of signs’

‘Noises count as language only when they serve to express or commu-
nicate ideas’ He introduces the idea of ‘signifier‘ and the ‘signified‘ 
where the signifier is the union of a form which signifies; the signi-
fied is the idea signified.

‘language is arbitrary’

…there is no natural or inevitable link between the signifier and the 
signified.

I like his way of defining something by defining that which it is not, 
only by looking at the differences and oppositions with other words 
and what they mean can you really being to understand that initial 
word fully stands for. 

‘Signifieds are members of a system and are 
defined by their relations to the other mem-
bers of that system.’

e.g. when considering colour terms for a good example, brown is 
what is not red, black, yellow, grey, etc. and the same holds for each 
of the other signifieds.

Another example Saussure uses to back his point is that considering 
a game of chess: 

‘the basic units of chess are obviously king, queen, rook, knight, bishop 
and pawn but the actual physical shape of the pieces and the material 
form which they are made is of no importance. If you lost a piece it 
could be replaced with any other sort of object providing that this object 
will not be confused with the objects representing pieces of a different 
value.‘

Language

Language is part physical and part mental:

At times language seems almost spiritual, ‘as 
insubstantial as breath on a winter's day’, yet 
at the same time everything seems slathered 
and permeated with language — it's how we 
think and how we see, we can’t escape from 
it once we are familiar with the concept of it. 

Language is also a physical thing, with 
characteristics and oddities — in sound and 
shape. To get closer to the words, onr need 
to fine-tune your sensitivity, open you eyes 
and senses to language and to its histories, 
overtones, rhythms, meanings, and sugges-
tions - only the can it be fully understood and 
the beauty of language shine through.

What is it?

Language is:

the method of human communication, either 
spoken or written, consisting of the use of 
words in a structured and conventional way 
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Analysing Creating

I started making up my own new ways of 
spelling a words [left] shows the multitude of 
possibilities - some better suited than others 
but I think you would get the jist of them all 
within a context.

Below: Possible Idea for an experiment 
involving asking people to spell complicated 
words or ones that are spelt differently to how 
they sound - there is so much variation to the 
‘rules’ soft sound hard sounds depending on 
what precedes or follows etc.

Above and Right: Picking out the words from 
the story that I had ‘mispelt’ in English terms, 
I paired them with the ‘correct’ spellings.
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Translation

Next was to translate from Wenglish to English. I could make sense of pretty much all of it 
although I am still doubtful of one word - ‘reic’ or ‘reis’ - I interpreted this as ‘right’ so that 
it would make sense in the sentence, when it might actually be the surname of the teacher 
‘mess reic’ or something along those lines, but it is unclear:

I tried translating it quickly from English to Google Welsh:I used the story I wrote when I was 9 as my starting point and wanted to develop experiments 
around it. Firstly I needed to make full sense of it:

Translating it from handwritten Wenglish to digital Wenglish, the letters were pretty much all 
decipherable into standard letters:

Right: Was curious to see how different all 
the translations of the same original piece 
of text was. This is a whole topic of study in 
itself, although I wouldn’t have been able to 
progress with it further as I had no personal 
grip on Welsh

For a more accurate translation I thought I’d asked my mum and sister to have a go at translat-
ing the English since they could both still speak, write and understand Welsh, whereas I, sadly 
now had very limited knowledge.
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Feedback & Thoughts

1. What was interesting about the story  was 
its CONSISTENCY –

 – using letters from Welsh to fill in the 
spaces in the English words that had that 
same sort of sound that I was familiar with.
   
2. It LOOKS Welsh visually but it SOUNDS 
English when read.
   
3. Looks INACCESSIBLE, but once you start 
reading it out loud it begins to sounds like 
English, you need to WORK OUT THE SYS-
TEM and then it’s easy to follow.
  
 4. There are many interlinked interesting 
relationships formed between the 

WRITTEN, the VISUAL and the SPOKEN

5. I should play around with LAYERS and try 
to combine these elements together, jump 
from one to another.

Consider PALIMPSESTS as a good visual 
example, or the idea of VOICE-OVERS and 
SUBTITLES on visuals. 
   

6. I was worried about what it would be saying 
with it all in the end, what is my point and just 
the fact that it:

seemed to be OK. It makes us stop and think 
for a change, we don’t skim read or digest 
information mindlessly, we really have to 
CONSIDER what we are seeing, reading and 
understanding.
   
7. We talked about the idea of MISTAKES and 
ERRORS and words NOT LOOKING RIGHT. 
   
8. AUTHENTICITY: what’s great about the 
story is that it informs us but in a NON-
TEACHERLY way, it was a 9 year old writing 
this, not some great renowned thinker! It 
doesn’t TELL us. It SHOWS and DEMON-
STRATES. 

The HANDWRITING itself was considered an 
important part, when typed out and printed it 
completely changed the feeling of it.
   
9. I felt that if I tried to reproduce or copy this 
then it wouldn’t have the same impact. 

What I had was very naive view on language.  
UNHARBOURED, UNEDUCATED, UNIN-
FORMED point of view yet strangely PRO-
FOUND and POIGNANT at the same time,

‘REMINDS us about LANGUAGE and all that it stands for’ 

 I’d created my own language with its specific LOGIC and SYSTEM 
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Inspired by the idea of subtitles and voice 
overs I wanted to see if the combining of the 
sound of someone speaking the Wenglish 
story and the visual image of the text from the 
story displayed at the same time would create 
an interesting juxtaposition - how would 
someone respond to it and think about it 
when they are shown the two together rather 
than just the image of the Wenglish - does it 
add something extra and necessary for you to 
understand if fully?

Stop Frame Animation Test 1

The first stop frame animation I tried [left].

Here the words from the story were written as 
they would have been, all present on 1 piece 
of paper and would seem to ‘appear’ to cor-
respond with the recorded sound of the same 
passage when played.

It was hard to match them up perfectly, I 
think it helped having the visual and the 
sound together but it was also easy to get 
lost and focus on one and not together - you 
would miss the essence.
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Tests 2

Screen grabs from the second test which was done in a horizontally 
format so the words scrolled from right to left continuously. 

It ended up being to blurry to actually read due to the speed that 
was necessary for them to move at to keep up with the sound 
recording.
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Tests 3

The last was a test of the text running vertically 
starting at the bottom and scrolling up - like 
the credits on a film - this was easier to read 
than the horizontal one since the word was on 
the screen for longer and in its whole form, 
you didn’t need to read letter by letter which is 
time consuming - this was more instant.

The quick videos were a good experiment and 
it had refreshed my memory of after effect 
and Premier and my interest in moving image 
but I was not happy with the quality and 
overall effect. I was unsure how they could 
develop to a polished outcome. 

Also the hand written effect in the end was 
unnecessary and messy - I thought it would 
add atmosphere but just enhanced the hand 
crafted quality and not in a good way - I 
wasn’t able to achieve what I desired with my 
limited knowledge and skills. 

Conclusion
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Sound & White Space

Moving on after playing around with sound and words I was intrigued 
by something I learnt from a talk titled ‘Understanding Language’ 
from the Grey Matters series - I wanted to see for myself the  discrep-
ancy of ‘spaces’ between words when written and spoken.

I chose this sample:

“Where are the spaces between the 
words in this sentence’

Can you guess where the words begin and end from the sound wave?

I recorded someone saying it with Audacity - a sound program that 
records and presents you with the sound wave of the clip.  From listen-
ing and observing simultaneously to the sound wave, I determined the 
placement of the words in relation to the graph of this sentence.

Answer below, I lined up the words in relation to the sound wave:

Same sentence

“Where are the spaces between the words in this sentence’

(but spoken by a different person this time)

Produced this - sound wave no.2:

Can you guess where the words being and end from the sound wave 
from seeing the previous example?

Lining up the words to the sound wave again:

Surprisingly different. The space between words when spoken is not 
as clear cut as they appear when written - makes it hard for people 
when learning/listening to a foreign language. 

I was keen to further explore the connection between the sound of 
words - the pitch, speed, & volume with the written visual word repre-
sentations but it was awfully time consuming business to work out.

1.

2.
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Influences Poetry

Above: Essay to Miss Catherine Jay used ‘text 
talk’ some years ago, before phones were 
even invented.

Right: The Jabberwocky - a classic example 
or ‘made up’ words yet they sounds and seem 
suitable English.

Below: A great comment I came across 
about a article on Language and its ‘dumbing 
down’, sums it up perfectly I think.

I Created my own version [left] of the piece I 
found below at the Evolving English Exhibi-
tion, titled ‘Message Clear; it played on the 
placement of letters on the page within a 
longer sentence that works individually and 
as a whole. Was harder than I anticipated and 
was not sure how to take it further.

‘The Knappabor glorphed the Binx’

Is that an English sentence? 

Sounds like it and looks a little like it when 
really it’s not - but you can still interpret it, for 
example - would you rather be the Knappabor 
or the Binx? Think that says it all...! Poetry: a language 

withing a language.
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Wenglish

‘Wenglish’ is not a new concept I discovered - 
it actually is a word that refers to the dialects 
of English spoken in Wales by Welsh people 
(also know as Welsh English or Anglo-Welsh)

An old example of this in written form is 
shown by William Salesbury, a Welsh scholar, 
who in 1547 said in a prefatory address to 
Henry the Eighth:

‘Your excellent wysdome . . . hath causede to 
be enactede and stablyshede by your moste 
cheffe & heghest counsayl of the parlyament 
that there shal herafter be no difference in 
lawes and language bytwyxte youre subiectes 
of youre principalyte of Wales and your other 
subiectes of your Royaime of Englande.’

Below is a selection of Welsh words that 
derive from English:

Welsh | English

aer | air; an heir
balconi | balcony
ceramig | ceramic
dawns | dance
eitem | item
ffrind | friend
gamblwr | gambler
hapus | happy
iard | yard
jamio | to jam
labelu | to label
llafurwr | laborer
maenor | manor
nawn | noon
nawr | now
nerfus | nervous
olew | oil
pacio | to pack
raced | racket
sori | sorry
tacio | to tack
unsain | unison
wagen | wagon
ymbarél | umbrella

Spelling

Is meaning lost from a word that miss spelt? 
as long as it is distinguishable and isn’t able 
to be confused with another word then I’d say 
the answer is no.

Right: James Joyce’s
Finnegans Wake

Below: Max Wiener, 
playing with words..

I thought it might help to look at the Welsh alphabet since that is 
where my Wenglish language stemed from. It is:

A, B, C, CH, D, DD, E, F, FF, G, NG, H, I, L, LL, M, N, O, P, PH, R, RH, S, 
T, TH, U, W, Y.

There’s a few addittional sounds/letters, called DIGRAPHs (a pair of 
characters used to write one phenome or distinct sounds) like:

ch, dd, ff, ng, ph, rh and th

and it is missing from the English alphabet (although they are used 
sometime when words stemmed – borrowed/copied – from english 
are used) which are:

j, k, q, v, x and z.

Welsh Alphabet

Inspiration
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Text Edit Speaker Voice

I got the TextEdit speaker voice to read out the 
Wenglish I had inputted. It couldn’t say half 
of the words (it would spell them out - f, w, 
d, instead of food) and the ones it could say 
sounded completely different to ‘English’ as 
we know it, ‘gyrls’ (girls) came out more like 
‘giles’

Then I edit the text it was reading to make it 
sound more like English but with incorrect 
spelling - some were hard to change but with 
others you could try more variety. Overall it 
really worked and much better than I was 
expecting - I feel it explained my theory and 
intention and what I was trying to say almost 
perfectly. 
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Google Voice Search Ads

They totally stole my idea...! 

Can’t believe they came out half way through this project - couldn’t 
think of anything more fitting or relevant - they are an answer to this 
brief!

    * loe-kuhl res-tronts = Local restaurants
    * tak-see num-buhz = taxi numbers
    * ley-tist skorz = latest scores
    * loe-kuhl tey-kuh-wey = local takeaway

Content

I was struggling to find a conclusive outcome to this project - I had 
my feet set to wide and needed to bring them back together for the 
outcome.

I wanted to push and try to create images from words in the sense 
that visually what you would see is a representation of how it has 
been spoken. The speed, tone, pitch, volume - essentially the way it 
was spoken emotionally was expressed through manipulated words 
and typographic forms. I was trying to find a program that would pick 
up these elements from a sound file and create such pieces - almost 
like music manuscripts - you can read and understand what it should 
sound like - but I had no success, although this would also not have 
fully demonstrated my abilities to design and create myself.

For a more physical outcome I was keen to find a text that I could 
manipulate and change into my Wenglish Language. I had the choice 
of using a well know text or something more obscure. 

Most famous texts would be things like:
•	 the BIBLE - the ten commandments
•	 the LORD’S PRAYER
•	 FAMOUS SPEECHES - ‘I have a dream’
•	 SONG LYRICS - well know by everyone

An unknown text could be pretty much anything!

With something well known there was the concern that the viewer 
after realising what the text was saying would stop reading the words 
and letters as properly, carefully and as considered as I would want 
them too.

With an unknown piece of text they would have to continue to work 
hard to gain the meaning and they would be rewarded at the end as a 
result of the attention to the detail and desire to read and understand 
the piece fully. 
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Would become something like:

Awah farthur hw art in hevan,
halowd bi thay neym,
Thay cingdum cum,
thay wyl bi dun,
on urth as yt ys yn hevan.
Gyv us thys dei awr deyly bred
and fawgyv us awah trespases
as wi fogyv thows hu trespas ageinst us
And leed us not yntw temtayshion
but delyvah us from evul.
Faw thein is thy cingdum,
and thu pawah and thu gloree,
faw evah and evah.
Amen.

The Lords Prayer: 

Our Father who art in heaven,
hallowed be thy name.
Thy kingdom come,
thy will be done,
on earth as it is in heaven.
Give us this day our daily bread,
and forgive us our debts,
as we also have forgiven our debtors.
and lead us not into temptation,
but deliver us from evil,
For thine is the kingdom,
and the power and the glory,
for ever and ever.
Amen. 

Lord’s Prayer - English Lord’s Prayer - Wenglish

I tried taking one of the famous pieces of text and rewriting it in my 
Wenglish Language - I thought it wouldn’t have the same authenticity 
as my original story but I was surprisingly pleased with the result and 
thought the idea was pheasable

The issuse was the text I’d chosen really had nothing to do with 
Language or words or English or Welsh - instead it radiated religion 
and prayer and all sorts of things that would lead me into a completely 
different and wrong direction. It confiremd my that about having an 
obscure text would be better since I myself stopped reading it when I 
was meant to be reading it and just rememebered it - not my intention
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Poems About Language

Languages

There are no handles upon a language
Whereby men take hold of it
And mark it with signs for its remembrance.
It is a river, this language,
Once in a thousand years
Breaking a new course
Changing its way to the ocean.
It is mountain effluvia
Moving to valleys
And from nation to nation
Crossing borders and mixing.
Languages die like rivers.
Words wrapped round your tongue today
And broken to shape of thought
Between your teeth and lips speaking
Now and today
Shall be faded hieroglyphics
Ten thousand years from now.
Sing—and singing—remember
Your song dies and changes
And is not here to-morrow
Any more than the wind
Blowing ten thousand years ago.

- Carl Sandburg

But words are things, and a small drop of ink,
Falling like dew, upon a thought, produces
That which makes thousands, perhaps millions, think;
‘Tis strange, the shortest letter which man uses
Instead of speech, may form a lasting link
Of ages; to what straits old Time reduces
Frail man, when paper - even a rag like this - ,
Survives himself, his tomb, and all that’s his.

- Lord Byron (Don Juan)

 

 Windows is shutting down, and grammar 
are  On their last leg. So what am we to do?  A 
letter of complaint go just so far,  Proving the 
only one in step are you. 

 Better, perhaps, to simply let it goes.  A 
sentence have to be screwed pretty bad  Before 
they gets to where you doesnt knows  The 
meaning what it must of meant to had. 

 The meteor have hit. Extinction spread,  But 
evolution do not stop for that.  A mutant 
languages rise from the dead  And all them 
rules is suddenly old hat. 

 Too bad for we, us what has had so long  The 
best seat from the only game in town.  But 
there it am, and whom can say its wrong?  
Those are the break. Windows is shutting 
down. 

I started reseaching poems about language 
- I couldn’t trust myself to create or write my 
own content so needed to find something 
suitable. Here is a selection I found that were 
relevent, I thought poem to the left really 
summed up my intention, below was an 
amusing take on language.

Form Inspiration

I wanted to take inspiration from manuscrips 
and calligraphy [right & below]. I thought it 
coudl be an appropriate medium since they 
are all about the words - giving them time, 
care, attention & importance. Words written 
in such a way you would be expected to be 
correct and in English - words are meant to 
be read. 

My language was a new one, in its prelimi-
nary stages but by placing it in this medium 
would add the history and preconceptions of 
such pieces to my design.
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Fonts Wenglish Version

Ther ar no han-dls upon ay lang-wij
wher-bai men teyc hould ov it
and marc it wyth seins faw its rem-em-bur-unce.
It is ay riv-ur, this lang-wij,
wunce in ay thaw-sund yers
breik-yng ay new cawce
chaynj-yng on its wey tw the ow-shun.
it is mawn-tein ef-loo-viah
moo-ving tw val-ees
and from nay-shion to nay-shun
kros-yng baw-ders and myx-yng.
Lang-wij-is dai laic riv-urs.
Wurds rapd rawnd yaw tung tw-dei
and bro-kun tw shaip of thourt
bet-ween yaw teath and lyps speek-yng
naw and tw-dei
shal bi fey-did hai-ro-glif-ics
ten thaw-sund yers from naw.
Sing, and syng-yng, rem-em-bur
yaw song dais and chayn-jes
and is not heer tw-mo-ro
eny-mor than the wynd
blow-yng ten thaw-sund yers aygo. 

A translated version from English into 
Wenglish, one plain [below left] and the other 
using the google style dashes to divide up the 
sylables of the words [below right] this would 
help the viewer say and understan them 
quickly but also correctly. However I’m not 
sure how visually appealling it would be in 
caligrpahy if I kept them in.

Selected and compiled all the suitable fonts I 
could find. It needed to be legible - less gothic 
and more caligraphical - slightly more up to 
dat but with an air of sophistication.

I didn’t conclude on one 100%, the final out-
come was hand written and crafted so there 
would be naturally occuring variation - I am 
no expert at caligraphy - but was preparing 
that it might enhance the quailty of it - (and 
not degrade it as in the first test animations), 
I thought a combination of parts would be 
suitable.

Ther ar no handls upon ay langwij
wherbai men teyc hould ov it
and marc it wyth seins faw its rememburunce.
It is ay rivur, this langwij,
wunce in ay thawsund yers
breikyng ay new cawce
chaynj-yng on its wey tw the ow-shun.
it is mawntein eflooviah
mooving tw valees
and from nayshion to nayshun
krosyng bawders and myxyng.
Langwijis dai laic rivurs.
Wurds rapd rawnd yaw tung twdei
and brokun tw shaip of thourt
between yaw teath and lyps speekyng
naw and twdei
shal bi feydid hairoglifics
ten thawsund yers from naw.
Sing, and syngyng, remembur
yaw song dais and chaynjes
and is not heer twmoro
enymor than the wynd
blowyng ten thawsund yers aygo. 
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Final Outcome
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Quicktime Videos

Here is a CD DVD of the sample video/animations I tried and tested 
along with the two more final updated English and Wenglish as 
‘Spoken by the American TextEdit Speaker Voice’ ones. 

Endnotes

I enjoyed this project immensely - it felt very close to home and 
personal yet I was still learning and discovering new things. I almost 
enjoyed the researching more than concluding - how could such a 
topic ever be concluded - I feel as though I only lightly touched the 
surface.

It was hard to develop a project after finding such an amazing piece of 
text in the first place (my Wenglish story I wrote when I was 9), it was 
a struggle to compete with, although I certainly tried all the options in 
search for a possibility.

I was pleased to renew my moving image skills (a little) and reawaken 
an interest in animation, also this project allowed more hands on 
element in the outcome which was a challenge but a pleasant and 
rewarding one.

For further physical documentation of my work-
ings please see the corresponding A4 folder also 

inclosed in this box.

To find out more please visit and read my blog at: 
isabellerina.wordpress.com
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